About Us

Founded in 1984, EPLAN provides software and service solutions in the fields of electrical, automation and mechatronic engineering. The company develops one of the world’s leading design software solutions for machine and panel builders. EPLAN is also the ideal partner to streamline challenging engineering processes.

e-F@ctory Solutions Provided

EPLAN and Mitsubishi Electric have collaborated to provide electrical engineering data and tools to speed design and development when using our industrial automation products. These tools are used by a number of global customers across a wide range of industries.

Complementary Products

Programmable Controller; HMIs; Robot; Variable Frequency Drives; Servo/Motion Control; Computer Numerical Controls; Power Monitoring Products

Core Technology

Software Database and Engineering Support

Industries Served

Aerospace
Aggregates
Agriculture
Automotive
Building & Commercial
Commercial Vehicle
Forestry & Mining
HVAC
Machine Tool
Material Handling
Utilities

Marine
Medical & Life Sciences
Metals
Oil & Gas
Packaging
Printing & Process
Pulp and Paper
Textiles
Semiconductor
Tire